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Swing heights are not good for everyone that comes to the parks and playgrounds.  
Sometimes the swings are tangled or knotted because they have been looped over the bar 
at the top of the swing set.  This makes it harder for short kids to reach the swings.

The most used existing solution is to loop the swing over the bar at the top.  This raises the 
swing seat about 15”.  That is too high for little kids.  We also found one other existing 
solution that had adjustable swing seats, but it was for a backyard play sets, not for a school 
playground. 

We redesigned our solution 3 times to make it safer and easier to use.  Our final solution was 
to use an S hook and clamp a carabiner  onto the chain by the seat.  Then we would have 
some colored chain links 8 links away from each other so kids know where to attach the seat 
so it stays even.  There are two different color heights to choose from.  Each set of colored 
links move the seat up  2” from the ground.  Our carabiner can hold 880 lbs with a breaking 
strength of 1100 lbs.  Mr. Christianson said that it was a safe idea and if we gave him a plan, 
he would buy the materials we need to test it out.  Our plan has been submitted.  The 
materials are in the mail. We hoped to have some swings tested by the state Robot 
Rendezvous, but 

between waiting on the 

purchasing department 

to order the supplies and 

UPS in rural Alaska, we 

are still patiently waiting. 
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Cost
Swing chain costs about $4.30 each, the S hooks cost 88 cents each, the heavy duty 
carabiners costs $25.99 each; so total is $62.00 to make the swing seat adjustable.   This low 
price is well worth not having tangled, knotted chains.  It only takes about 5 minutes of your 
time to put this together.

1.  Mr. Christianson, LKSD head facility manager

2.  students at Gladys Jung Elementary school at a school SOAR assembly

3.  Mr. Craven, PE and recess duty teacher at ME school

4.  our parents had some good questions for us; now we need to make a tutorial  

     video on how to use our new swing seats

Online Expert 
interview

1 survey of students and teachers at Gladys Jung Elementary X
2 internet searching for existing solutions X
3 Mr. Craven, PE and recess duty teacher at ME school X
4 Mr. Greason, BRHS welding teacher X
5 internet searching for innovative solution parts X
6 Mr. Christianson, LKSD head facility manager and 

playground safety inspector
X


